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WHAT’S INSIDE?
Many operators choose a strategy where player engagement is more of a
focus than player acquisition. Nominally, one loyal player with regular brand
average bets will be more ROI-stable for an operator than two newcomers
with volatile playing behaviour and the risk of leaving the casino in the first
two weeks.
Although operators are still winning markets and audiences, their focus is
shifting to long-term relationships, player retention, and engagement.
While jackpots have been around since the early days of offline poker, they
have not lost their effectiveness as a gamification tool. With the gambling
industry evolving, operators do not want to miss out on a viable tool, so the
jackpot is assuming new meanings and forms. A new interpretation of classic
gamification solutions expands brand opportunities and increases revenue for
operators.

The Jackpot Aggregator is a universal solution that
facilitates the growth of loyalty from a different
audience. According to the brand's needs at a
particular moment, the launch of the jackpot
campaign helps to focus on a specific category of
players, giving unlimited opportunities to affect the
user activity and drive business growth.

Let the numbers speak for themselves. Get an inside look at the latest
SOFTSWISS report to explore how the Jackpot Aggregator, an innovative
jackpot solution, has boosted the performance of several iGaming brands
in less than 4 months.

Aliaksei Douhin
Product Manager at SOFTSWISS
Jackpot Aggregator
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PARTICIPATING BRANDS

JOO CASINO

CASINO AT N1 BET

FIGHT CLUB

A Bitcoin-friendly brand, launched in
2014, specialises in classic slots and
table games from esteemed industry
game vendors.

A Curacao-licensed brand with multiple
payment methods (crypto included) and a
wide range of games offered (Evolution,
Pragmatic Play, Play’n GO, etc.)

A casino renowned for its diverse
gaming portfolio (from slots to live
dealer games) and the fusion of
gambling and martial arts sports.

N1 Partners Group, the Jackpot Aggregator's first client, joined the jackpot solution in October 2021. In response to the positive results of
testing the novel jackpot management platform, the brand began to introduce the Jackpot Aggregator to its other casinos. In late
November 2021, N1 Partners Group unveiled a global cross-brand jackpot campaign.
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JACKPOT CAMPAIGN
Timeframe: 29 November 2021 – 24 March 2022
Global jackpot game terms:

Key indicators:

In late November 2021, Joo Casino launched a
local jackpot campaign that was later joined by
Fight Club Casino (December 2021) and Casino
at N1 Bet (February 2022). The
Curacao-licensed casinos united in a global
jackpot.

Player engagement

Average daily number of bets

Player acquisition

Average deposits

Retention rates

Jackpot duration

There were three jackpot tiers (with a
progressive jackpot pool in each tier) as part of
the campaign.

Bet count
(jackpot and non-jackpot)

Jackpot players
Player segments

Campaign aims: evaluate player engagement
through player activity during jackpot
campaign, validate player acquisition and
retention capabilities of jackpot campaigns.

Average bet count
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N1 PARTNERS GROUP GLOBAL
JACKPOT CAMPAIGN
29 November 2021 – 24 March 2022
ANALYTICS PART

JACKPOT CAMPAIGN WINS:
NUMBER OF JACKPOTS
NUMBER OF JACKPOTS
How many jackpots have been hit?
As we recall, the campaign began at only one venue –
Joo Casino. The graph shows that 20-30 jackpots were
won in the first week of the campaign and the trend line
is moved upwards.

During the period covered, the number of jackpots
launched at once peaked with around 160
simultaneous jackpots (a global campaign across three
brands).
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JACKPOT CAMPAIGN WINS: DURATION

The line on the graph represents the median values
between jackpot wins, in other words the duration
between jackpot wins.

MEDIAN JACKPOT DURATION

What does the graph indicate?
The descending median line means that the duration
between 2 jackpots from is decreasing, which means
that the frequency of hitting the jackpot is rising. In
other words, there are more jackpots occurring in a
shorter period of time.
More jackpot bets means increased player
engagement and results in increased operator
profit.
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JACKPOT CAMPAIGN WINS:
DURATION
Why did players benefit from betting more often?
The jackpot campaign rules implied that one jackpot could be won on
each tier at a time. Once that jackpot is won, the next jackpot starts. In
other words, players had control over the frequency of jackpot wins by
more or less actively participating in the jackpot campaign.
How did players influence the jackpot duration?
As the graph shows, in 4 months, the time gap between jackpot wins
narrowed rapidly, marking the end of Month 5 with one jackpot per
day!
This is the case when a descending graph signifies an uptick of
business metrics: the duration of 1 jackpot is decreasing while the
frequency of jackpots rises, signaling that more players are participating in
the jackpot games.

Every jackpot campaign is a multi-step process
that allows clients to manage gaming activity and
gain insight into players. Our expertise along with
the experience of the operator is a winning
combination that allows us to create the most
effective jackpot campaigns for a wide variety of
audiences.

KEY TAKEAWAY

Aliaksei Douhin

More jackpot bets = Increased player engagement = Increased operator
revenue

Product Manager at SOFTSWISS
Jackpot Aggregator
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JACKPOT PLAYERS
What was the most jackpot-active period?

JACKPOT PLAYERS

As the jackpot campaign unfolds, the number of participating
players increases steadily, with peaks in Month 2 and
Month 4. Seasonality, promotional boosts, and the
connection of a second casino (Fight Club) and third casino
(Casino at N1 Bet) all contribute to this surge.
Jackpot audience
The Jackpot Aggregator's multi-tiered and flexible settings
allow operators to segment the audience however deeply
needed, making a jackpot a versatile promo that appeals to
individual or multiple player segments, such as newcomers
and frequent players.
The stats prove the point: about 50% of players who made a
jackpot wager at least once have been playing in the casino
for over a month, while the other 50% are brand new
players.

KEY TAKEAWAY
Jackpots are of interest to all audiences within the casino. Jackpot campaigns serve as an effective marketing tool both for bettor
retention and acquisition.
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PLAYER ACTIVITY WITHIN A WEEK
Is there any correlation between player activity and the
day of the week?

SPLIT BY WEEKDAYS

Let's take a look at which days players are most likely to wager
on jackpot games. The most popular day for jackpot audiences
for a long time was Thursday; however, with the campaign going
ahead, other days began to rise to the top (like Friday, for
example).
Jackpot Thursday: what's the deal?
There is a simple explanation for Jackpot Thursday. The only
thing that strengthened Thursday compared to other days was
additional marketing communication – retention emails, offering
players favourable conditions for returning to the game. As we
can see, this brought results.

KEY TAKEAWAY
With MINIMAL INVESTMENT, operators have attracted A LARGE AUDIENCE to the jackpot campaign. The operators
used the jackpot promotion for the retention newsletter, reinforcing both the jackpot and the email conversion as
well.
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SEGMENTING PLAYER ACTIVITY
Segmenting players is a crucial step in understanding the effectiveness of the jackpot campaign.
In this chart, we classify players into cohorts according to how many of all their bets were made
up of jackpot bets. Essentially, we are highlighting player engagement with the jackpot
campaign.

PLAYER SEGMENTS ACCORDING TO JACKPOT
ACTIVITY

17.7%

Non-jackpot players

82.3%

Jackpot players
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SEGMENTING PLAYER ACTIVITY
What was the principle behind the player
segmentation? Let's look at a hypothetical example.
Suppose a jackpot player made 100 bets during the
observation period, 71 of which were jackpot bets. It means
that the share of jackpot bets to their total bets would equal
71%, and the player would fall into the 70 – 80% cohort.
Accordingly, the 100%-group is a group of players who bet
exclusively in jackpot games.
The closer to the right border of the chart (in the prev.
slide), the more jackpot-active the player is.

47.5% of the players bet on jackpot games only. Most of
these players are loyal bettors who registered with the
casino prior to its collaboration with the Jackpot
Aggregator.
The proportion of players who have regularly bet on
jackpot games significantly exceeds the proportion of
players who have never bet on any jackpot games
(82.3% vs 17.7%).

KEY TAKEAWAY
The high percentage of players involved play exclusively in jackpots games. It suggests that
players consciously choose to play jackpot games. Game variety and engaging promotions
increase player activity and operator income as a result.
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SEGMENTING PLAYER ACTIVITY: FIRST
JACKPOT DAY
Once players sign up, how quickly do they start playing
jackpot games?

JACKPOT PLAYERS

Operators often use jackpots to draw in new punters, which is
a profitable strategy, but here, it's essential to track how
quickly players join the game, or they prefer to take a closer
look at the brand before taking part in its promos.
The graph on this slide essentially digitises the loyalty of
jackpot players.
We divided players into segments according to their first
jackpot bet day. More than a half (51.3%) of players made
jackpot bets on the first day of signing up. It seems likely
that the jackpot game may have been a factor in their
decision to join the casino community and make their first
deposit.
About 40% of jackpot players are more or less loyal
(depending on the group), placing their first jackpot stake
after a week or more after registration.

KEY TAKEAWAY
Jackpots are both effective for player
acquisition, retention, and reactivation.
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BETS
JACKPOT BETS

We approach bets, the true jewel in the crown of all
iGaming stats.
What bets – jackpot or non-jackpot bets – are
more popular?
The chart shows the percentage of jackpot bets from all
bets over a given period. The jackpot line is
predominantly above 50%. It means that jackpot bets
prevailed over non-jackpot bets most of the time with
extra-high activity from Month 2 to Month 4 (60-64%).

KEY TAKEAWAY
With jackpot bets accounting for more than half of total bets, it is evident that casino activity during the campaign is surging. By neglecting
jackpots, operators are losing out on extra traffic, large scale player engagement and possibilities to increase revenue.
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AVERAGE BET AND AVERAGE DEPOSIT
Jackpot bets are growing – it's a fact. But what about the individual player's performance? Let's trace the
dynamics of how the average player bet has changed.
To better understand jackpot audience behaviour, we monitored player activity before and after
participation in the jackpot games. As a result, we discovered:

AVERAGE BET SUM

49.6% of jackpot players increased their average bet sum
boosting operator revenue.

AVERAGE BET COUNT

Almost 70% of players increased the number
of bets they made per day, some by several
times. Engaged users mean more wagers –
and a better bottom line for the brand.

22.7% of players experienced an average bet increase of

more than 75%.

4.4% of players increased their average bet by

more than 500%.
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AVERAGE BET AND AVERAGE DEPOSIT

BET COUNT VS BET SUM

Average bet count is growing faster
than the average bet sum. The reason for
this is inherent to the mechanics of the jackpot
campaign: the more bets a player makes,
the higher their chance of winning.

AVERAGE DEPOSIT

Looking broadly, the average
deposit has increased for 44.7%
of players, highlighting greater player
engagement in the gaming process
since the Jackpot Aggregator
integration

It is worth mentioning that 13.5% of players have not changed their average deposits. It might be related to a certain pattern of
gaming behaviour, wherein players, seeking to regulate their gaming activities ( Responsible Gambling practices), set a
maximum amount above which they do not make a deposit.
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KEY TAKEAWAYS
1
A jackpot is an effective marketing tool
that, when properly implemented, helps to
raise engagement among players.

4
The jackpot campaign settings can be used
to drive growth of key financial
indicators of player activity (such as bet
count, and average bet)

2
The number of active jackpot players is
constantly expanding. Statistics show that
jackpots not only engage new players
but also motivate already loyal
players.

5
A combination of proper promotion and
marketing communications helps the
operator to shape the expected
jackpot gaming behaviour (look back
to Jackpot Thursday).

3
Players consciously choose to play
jackpot games: approximately 50% of
players participating in jackpots only place
bets in jackpot games. There is a steady
conversion of players betting in
non-jackpot games to wagering in jackpot
games.

6
Jackpots play a significant role in
reactivating players and retaining
players.
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KEY TAKEAWAYS
Our key findings in numbers:

82.3%
of players
of players

Almost all players took part in the
jackpot games at least once

49.6%
of players

Nearly a half of players increased
their average bet sum

70%
of players

Almost 3/4 of bettors
enhanced their average
number of bets per day

45%
of players

Close to a half of punters
boosted their average deposit
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JACKPOT TEMPLATES
What enables Jackpot Aggregator partners to respond dynamically,
modify jackpot campaigns after its launch, and handle all settings
independently?
The Jackpot Template is a Jackpot Aggregator feature that helps operators create
jackpot campaigns from scratch. Thanks to pre-configured campaign templates,
operators can quickly set up jackpot games without any technical assistance.

What are the benefits of this solution?

1

It is fast. All jackpot campaigns are created in a few clicks.

2

It is easily scalable. We do not limit operators in the number
and settings of the campaigns they create.

3

It is independent. No complicated technical settings, writing
code and so on. Only quick solutions and business perks with
maximum technical and managerial support from the Jackpot
Aggregator team.

Furthermore, each Jackpot Aggregator client has a dedicated account manager who helps the operator to
make the most of the partnership.
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KNOWLEDGE SHARING: HOW TO MAXIMISE
JACKPOT PERKS FOR BUSINESS?
So how do you achieve the same and even more impressive
results with your jackpot campaign?
Here is the answer.

Start promotional campaigns

3

Decide on the purpose of the campaign

1

A jackpot is a versatile tool that scales and adapts to your
business objectives. The casinos in our report have set
their sights on creating a continuous play flow, increasing
player activity and their average bet. In light of this, we
chose a mechanic that rewards players for betting more
often.
Identify your bettors

2

As stated in our report, brands targeted the middle segment
of players with average stakes in order to engage them and
reinforce the cohort by attracting players who typically
stake less. Comprehensive player segmentation enhances
your business with a deeper understanding of the audience.
It allows operators to build trust, establish solid connections
with bettors, and make each player group an offer they
can't refuse.

Clearly communicate the rules of the jackpot game to
players. It's important to create a separate resource (it
could be a landing page) where the operator enshrines all
the rules of the jackpot game in an understandable format
for the player. This increases player trust and better
communicates the benefits of the game, making player
engagement more effective.
Remain flexible

4

With the Jackpot Aggregator, operators can tailor
campaigns to make them as engaging as possible.
Connect with other brands, unite audiences, and make
tiered jackpots more appealing to players.

These are just some light-bulb notes,
delve into the detailed jackpot launch
plan in our step-by-step guide.
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ABOUT THE JACKPOT AGGREGATOR
The SOFTSWISS Jackpot Aggregator is a custom, innovative software tool that represents the Jackpot
as a Service (JaaS) business model. The solution is delivered to operators, game vendors and aggregators
with a set of Jackpot Templates that can be used to create a jackpot campaign based on suggested
settings or from scratch.

WHY US?

One-time
API-integration

&

Compliant with Maltese
and Curacao jurisdictional
requirements

Local and global
jackpots

Unlimited number
of jackpots running
simultaneously

Comprehensive player segmentation
opportunities for more targeted and
fruitful campaigns
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MORE ON THE WAY
Check out our knowledge base for more applicable guidance on how the Jackpot
Aggregator can assist with your iGaming brand performance.

Article: How the Jackpot

Article: The Jackpot

Aggregator benefits your
iGaming business

Aggregator: use cases
and benefits

Article: Jackpot

Guide: How to launch

system vs Jackpot
Aggregator

your first jackpot
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ABOUT SOFTSWISS

LOCATION

CONTACT US

Licensed iGaming entities in Curaçao and Malta, main
development and support offices in Poland, Georgia,
and Belarus.
order@softswiss.com

MISSION
To be a reliable
long-term partner, who
ensures the security
and high quality
of services, maximising our
client's profit.

VALUES
Expertise
Innovation
Security

CLIENT-FIRST. ALWAYS
Our clients get
the best tool for running
an online gambling business,
and their sites have the best
design, speed, promotional
features, and load resistance

www.softswiss.com
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